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Abstract—There are errors in the dynamics model in [1].
In addition, some details of the derivations and assumptions
are missing in the paper. This letter was submitted to the
IEEE Transactions on Mechatronics and although its merit was
acknowledged, but was not finally approved to be published. I
still think this work is worth disseminating and it is potentially
very useful for students or practitioners. In this letter, (i) the
assumptions made are presented and the governing dynamics
with details are derived, and (ii) the correct equations followed
by the correct component of the state-space model (A) are given.
Index Terms—Omni-directional mobile robots, governing dy-
namics, state-space model.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are errors in the stated dynamics of the omni-
directional mobile robot in [1]. Also, some details of deriva-
tions were not given in the paper. The objective of this letter is
to point out the errors, present the correct governing dynamics,
and provide the details of the derivations of system dynamics.
All the details and assumptions are provided followed by
the correct governing equations and the correct A of the
state-space model. These are very helpful for potential users
interested in developing/using similar robots; particularly for
developing controllers.
This will be very beneficial to the future readers who
(i) wish to adopt the dynamics of omni-directional wheeled
robots, and (ii) are interested in the details of derivations
and assumptions made to arrive at the dynamics and state-
space equations. The parameters used in the system are first
introduced in Table I.
The traction force and torque on the ith wheel are respec-
tively given by
fi =
TWi
ri
(1)
TWi = TMi.l (2)
From (1) and (2), we can express fi as
fi =
TMi.l
ri
(3)
We also know the motor torque is proportional to the current,
i.e.,
TMi = Kti.ii (4)
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TABLE I
SYSTEM’S PARAMETERS
ω robot angular speed
TMi ith motor’s torque
ωMi ith motor angular speed
ωWi ith wheel angular speed
vi ith motor translational velocity
TWi ith wheel’s torque
ri ith wheel’s radius
d distance from the center of robot to each wheel
NMi number of teeth of gear of the ith motor
NWi number of teeth of the gear of the ith wheel
l = NWi
NMi
gear ratio (reduction ratio)
ii ith motor current
ui ith input voltage
Rai ith armature resistance (of the motor circuit)
Lai ith armature inductance (of the motor circuit)
Kti,Kvi ith motor constants
Using (3) and (4), fi is given by
fi =
Kti.ii.l
ri
(5)
The armature circuit of each DC motor is modeled as
ui = Rai.ii +
dLai
dt
.ii +Kvi.ωMi (6)
Paper [1] assumes the inductance of the armature circuit is
small and hence neglected. Therefore,
ui ' Rai.ii +Kvi.ωMi (7)
From (7), the current can be expressed as
ii =
ui −Kvi.ωMi
Rai
(8)
The angular speeds of the wheel and motor are related to
each other as follows:
ωMi = ωWi.l (9)
Assuming also there is small friction between the wheel and
the ground, the relationship between the translational and
rotational speed of each wheel is governed by
vi = ωWi.ri (10)
Using (9) and (10) we can write (8) as
ii =
ui −Kvi.ωWi.l
Rai
=
ui − Kvilviri
Rai
(11)
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2Fig. 1. Robots and the coordinate systems used.
Fig. 2. Geometrical relationship between coordinates.
The traction force in (5) using (11) can be re-expressed as
fi =
Ktil
riRai
(
ui − Kvilvi
ri
)
(12)
Also it is assumed Kvi = Kti, then
fi =
Ktil
riRai
ui − K
2
til
2
r2iRai
vi (13)
Note that the traction forces, fi (i = 1, 2, 3), depend on the
velocities of the wheels. So, we first need to obtain vi and
project each velocity along the axis of that wheel. Figure 1
shows the wheel coordinate systems (vi, vni, for i = 1, 2, 3)
used including the robot body-fixed coordinate axes (v and
vn). Note that in [1] it has been assumed that the angle
between vn and the vertical axis is δ = 30◦. In Figure 1 the
translational speeds of each wheel are shown with respect to
each wheel coordinate system. We focus our analysis on wheel
2; for other wheels a very similar approach can be used. The
translational velocity of wheel 2 is given by
~vw2 = ~v0 +
−→ω ×−→OA (14)
The expressions for ~v0 and −→ω ×−→OA are given respectively as
~v0 = vvˆ + vnvˆn (15)
where vˆ and vˆn are unit vectors of the robot coordinate system
(body-fixed), and
−→ω ×−→OA = ωdvˆ2 (16)
where vˆ2 is the unit vector along the direction of the wheel.
Knowing that
vˆ = cosδvˆ2 − sinδvˆ2n (17)
vˆn = sinδvˆ2 + cosδvˆ2n (18)
where vˆ2n is the unit vector perpendicular to vˆ2, v2 in (14)
can be expressed in terms of vˆ2 and vˆ2n as follows:
~vw2 = vcosδvˆ2 − vsinδvˆ2n
+ vnsinδvˆ2 + vncosδvˆ2n + ωdvˆ2
(19)
The velocity of the wheel along the vˆ2 axis is vcosδ+vnsinδ+
ωd. On the other hand, we know this velocity should be v2,
i.e.,
v2 = vcosδ + vnsinδ + ωd (20)
Similarly, for the first and third wheels we have
v1 = −vn, (21)
v3 = −vcosδ + vnsinδ + ωd (22)
Therefore, v1v2
v3
 =
 0 −1 0cosδ sinδ d
−cosδ sinδ d
 vvn
ω
 (23)
Using (23) and assuming Kti = Kvi = Kt, we can calculate the
traction forces as follows:
f1 =
Ktl
rRa
u1 +
K2t l
2
r2Ra
vn (24)
f2 =
Ktl
rRa
u2 − K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(vcosδ + vnsinδ + ωd) (25)
f3 =
Ktl
rRa
u3 − K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(−vcosδ + vnsinδ + ωd) (26)
The tangential and normal forces as well as the torque acting on
the robot along the v and vn axes are given by
Fv = cosδ(f2 − f3) (27)
Fvn = −f1 + sinδ(f2 + f3) (28)
Γ = b(f1 + f2 + f3) (29)
It is worth noting that b is the distance from the robot center to the
center of each wheel and equal to d. In this paper, b was also used
to be consistent with the notion used in [1].
Using (24), (25), and (26) results in
Fv = cosδ
[
Ktl
rRa
(
u2 − u3
)
− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(
v
√
3
)]
(30)
Fvn =
Ktl
rRa
(−u1 + sinδ(u2 + u3))
− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
vn − K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
sinδ(2vnsinδ + 2ωd)
(31)
Γ = b
[
Ktl
rRa
(u1 + u2 + u3) +
K2t l
2
r2Ra
vn − K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(
2vnsinδ + 2ωd
)]
(32)
3Eqs. (30)-(32) can be further simplified to
Fv = cosδ
Ktl
rRa
(
u2 − u3
)
− 3
2
K2t l
2
r2Ra
v (33)
Fvn =
Ktl
rRa
(−u1 + sinδ(u2 + u3))− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
vn
− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(vn
2
+ ωd
)
=
Ktl
rRa
(−u1 + sinδ(u2 + u3))− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(
3vn
2
+ ωd
)
(34)
Γ = b
[
Ktl
rRa
(u1 + u2 + u3) +
K2t l
2
r2Ra
vn − K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(vn + 2ωd)
]
= b
[
Ktl
rRa
(u1 + u2 + u3)− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(2ωd)
]
(35)
One can also substitute δ = 30◦ yielding
Fv =
√
3
2
Ktl
rRa
(
u2 − u3
)
− 3
2
K2t l
2
r2Ra
v (36)
Fvn =
Ktl
rRa
(
−u1 + 1
2
(u2 + u3)
)
− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(
3vn
2
+ ωd
)
(37)
Γ = b
[
Ktl
rRa
(u1 + u2 + u3)− K
2
t l
2
r2Ra
(2ωd)
]
(38)
Eqs. (33)-(35) or (36)-(38) are the correct expressions for forces
and torque on the robot.
Note 1: in (34) the coefficient of ω is non-zero and it is
−K2t l2
r2Ra
d. Paper [1] has missed that coefficient.
Note 2: in (35) the coefficient of ω is −2K2t l2
r2Ra
b2 and once
divided by In (to give a portion of dω(t)dt required to calculate the
state-space) is −2 K2t l2
r2Ra.In
b2 which is different when compared to
the corresponding component of A given in [1]. The errors in paper
[1] are the components of both Fvn and Γ in A.
Therefore, the correct matrix A of the state-space model is:
A =

−3
2M
K2t l
2
r2Ra
− Bv
M
0 0
0 − 3
2M
K2t l
2
r2Ra
− Bvn
M
− K2t l2
r2Ra.M
d
0 0 −2 K2t l2b2
r2RaIn
− Bω
In

(39)
As stated, the term −K2t l2
r2Ra
d is missing in the expression of Fvn
in paper [1]. Depending on the values of Kt, l, r, Ra, d this term
is not negligible. In fact, when r or Ra is small/very small, this
term can become large/very large. This term plays an important
role especially when ω is non-zero and will affect the controller’s
performance especially in the lateral direction.
Moreover, the correct expression for computing the torque
−2 K2t l2
r2Ra.In
b2 which has a noticeable different magnitude than in
[1]. This will affect the equation for computing the torque in (4) and
consequently the angular acceleration, which in effect changes both
ω and then ultimately Fvn.
As can be seen from (33)-(35), the equations of motion are coupled
with each other and hence a missing or/and incorrect term will result
in incorrect dynamics of the robot; specially the two components of
lateral and angular. Particularly when model-based controllers such
as MPC are utilized, since model-based controllers rely heavily on
the robot model, incorrect dynamics will in turn have a negative
consequence on the controller’s performance (e.g. being poor or an
unstable system).
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